
     S.A.E CLASSIFICATIONS

    TIRE CLEARANCE

TIRE CHAIN
 IDENTIFICATION

THREE 
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MINIMUM 
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SAE CLASS “S” 1.46” (37mm) 0.59” (15mm)

SAE CLASS “U” 1.97” (50mm) 0.91” (23mm)

SAE CLASS “W” 2.5” (63.5mm) 1.5”  (38.1mm)

NOTE: For design purposes, “D” is the maximum crown tire section width as established by the Tire and Rim Association (TRA).  The minimum clearances 
specified must be maintained around spring clips, spring bolts, fenders, braces, splash pans, fuel lines, brake lines, brake controls, and wherever necessary.

Tire size must be known in order to select a tire chan of correct fit.  For passenger cars, vans, and small pick-up trucks, it is important to check the owner’s manual.  
The restricted wheel clearances in most of today’s downsized and front drive vehicles may require the use of SAE Class “S” tire chains, as noted in the manuals. 

     SAE Class “S”  
Regular (non-reinforced) passenger tire chains and cables for vehicles with restricted wheel well clearances.

1.46” clearance on tread-face, 0.59” clearance on side-wall.

     SAE Class “U”  
Regular (non-reinforced) and lug reinforced passenger tire chains for vehicles with regular (non-restricted) wheel well clearances.

1.97” clearance on tread-face, 0.91” clearance on side-wall

      SAE Class “W”  
Those passenger tire chains that use light truck components, as well as some light truck chains.

2.50” clearance on tread face, 1.50” clearance on side-wall
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The 3-peaked mountain and snowflake symbol on the 
side of the tire. These winter tires offer the best traction 
on snow and ice, and in cold weather.

    ABOUT WINTER TIRES

The mud and snow symbol on the side of the tire
These winter tires offer better traction than summer tires, 
however, they are less effective than 3-peaked mountain 
and snowflake tires on snow and ice, and in cold weather.

Matching winter tires
You should have at least 2 matching winter tires 
on the primary drive axle, but  recommend using 4 
matching tires on the four outside corners of the vehicle 
- even when driving a 4X4 vehicle. Mixing tires with 
different tread patterns, internal construction and size 
compromises stability, and should be avoided.

Air pressure
Maintaining proper air pressure extends tread life 
and improves safety. Tire pressure decreases as 
temperatures drop, so have the pressure checked at 
least once a month, when the tires are cold.

3.5 mm tread
Tires should have 3.5 mm of tread remaining to be 
considered winter tires. Tires that are worn have 
reduced traction and should not be used in winter 
weather.
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